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Disclaimer and Corporate Overview 

This report and any accompanying material (the “Report”) has 
been prepared by Novus Aviation Capital Ltd (“Novus”) for 
information purposes only.  

The views expressed herein are those of Novus, at the date of 
this Report, based upon available data at the time of 
publication, and the economic climate at this time, and are 
subject to change. This Report is for your exclusive use and, 
except with the prior written consent of Novus, shall not be 
copied or reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or 
distributed, communicated, transmitted, or disclosed in whole 
or in part in any form or by any means electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording, or otherwise, by you to any other 
person. This Report remains the property of Novus and on 
request, this Report, and all other materials provided by Novus 
relating to proposals contained herein, must be returned and 
any copies destroyed. 

This Report should not be construed as investment advice, or 
an offer or solicitation to sell or buy any securities, fund or an 
investment product. It is intended for information purposes 
only and should not be considered to be definitive information 
or advice, nor should it be relied on as such. Any projection, 
estimate, forecast or other “forward-looking” statement in this 
Report only illustrates hypothetical performance under 
specified assumptions or events or conditions, and is not a 
reliable indicator of future performance. Past performance 
information contained in this Report or any other written or 
oral material provided to recipients is not an indication of 
future performance. 

Novus (and its affiliates and their respective officers, 
employees or agents) (“Novus Group”), do not assure, by 
means of this disclaimer, the accuracy or completeness of any 
information contained in this Report, and none of the Novus 
Group is responsible for any mistake or omission related to 
any information in this Report, which shall be interpreted by 
you as inducing you to enter into any agreement or operation 
in connection with the subject of this Report. None of the 
Novus Group give any undertaking, or is under any obligation, 
to provide the recipient with access to any additional 
information or to update this Report or any additional 
information or to correct any inaccuracies in it which may 
become apparent, and Novus reserves the right, without giving 
reasons at any time and in any respect to amend or terminate 
discussions relating to the situation, scenarios or information 
described herein. This Report shall not be regarded as creating 
any form of advisor or arranger / client relationship. Except in 
the case of fraudulent misrepresentation, Novus (and its 
affiliates and their respective officers, employees or agents) 
expressly disclaim any responsibility or liability of any kind for 
(i) the accuracy or sufficiency of this Report and/or (ii) any loss 
or damage (whether direct, indirect, consequential or other) 
arising out of reliance upon this Report, or of any information 
provided in connection herewith. Novus shall have no 
responsibility or liability to any third parties for any losses, 
costs, damages, expenses or other liabilities. 

It is not intended that this Report offers, invites, or induces, 
you to buy, sell, subscribe for or underwrite any financial 
instruments, any security or other investments, in any 
jurisdiction. 

Novus Aviation Capital Ltd is company established in the DIFC 
pursuant to the DIFC Companies Law with registration number 
CL1243. 

Novus Aviation Capital Ltd is part of the Novus Aviation Capital 
Group of companies (“Novus”). The Novus platform has an 
established and successful reputation in providing innovative 
and creative solutions for the trading, leasing, financing, 
management and re-marketing of commercial jet aircraft. 
Novus offers the full spectrum of dedicated aviation expertise  

to support our transactions, including the resolution of 
distressed situations, should they arise, with timeliness and 
professionalism. We believe that our ability to evolve and 
adapt to changing market dynamics demonstrates our 
resilience and commitment to the industry, and our financial 
independence allows for more flexibility, bespoke services and 
speedier turnaround. Novus provides these services via Novus 
Capital Advisors Ltd and its subsidiaries and affiliates, as set 
out below.  

Novus Aviation Capital Ltd is a private limited company 
established in the Dubai International Financial Centre, Dubai. 
Novus Aviation Capital Ltd acts as the headquarters for the 
Novus group and provides lease management, technical 
advisory services and other non-regulated activities to the 
Novus group. This company is also an equity investor in 
certain of the funds and special company vehicles and 
provides both financial and services support to its subsidiaries 
and affiliates. 

Novus Capital Advisors Ltd is a private limited company 
established in the Dubai International Financial Centre, Dubai 
and is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority. 
Novus Capital Advisors Ltd provides investment advisory and 
investment management services to both its fund and third-
party clients. 

Novus Aviation Ltd is a private limited company established in 
the Bahamas. Novus Aviation Ltd provides investment advisory 
and investment management services to both its fund and 
third-party clients. Novus Aviation Ltd is also an equity 
investor and limited partner in Cayman Islands established 
funds and special purpose companies and in Bahamian 
established special purpose companies.  

Novus Aviation Capital (UK) Limited is a private limited 
company established in England and Wales. Novus Aviation 
Capital (UK) Limited provides solutions in the marketing of 
aircraft, remarketing and trading of aircraft. The Head of Risk 
and Head of Legal functions also sit within this company. 

Novus Aviation Capital (Ireland) Limited is a private limited 
company established in Ireland. Novus Aviation Capital 
(Ireland) Limited provides solutions for technical support and 
provides lease management and other services to both its fund 
clients and third-party clients.  

Novus Aviation Capital (Asia) Limited is a private limited 
company established in Hong Kong. Novus Aviation Capital 
(Asia) Limited provides sales support, relationship 
management and marketing services within the Asia region.  

Novus Finance Lease (Tianjin) Company Limited is private 
limited company established in the Dongjiang Free Trade Port 
Zone, China and is a subsidiary of Novus Aviation Capital (Asia) 
Limited. Novus Finance Lease (Tianjin) Company Limited has 
been established to provide onshore solutions in China for 
aircraft marketing, remarketing and other aviation related 
services.  

Novus Aviation Capital S.A. is a limited company established in 
Switzerland. Novus Aviation Capital S.A. provides accounting 
and other back office client support to the Novus group 
companies.  

Novus Aviation Capital Holding Ltd is an exempted company 
established in the Cayman Islands. Novus Aviation Capital 
Holding Ltd is the ultimate holding company and shareholder 
within the Novus group of companies and performs a 
shareholder oversight function to the Novus group of 
companies.  



1. ALL PASSENGER CARRYING SCHEDULED AIRLINES ARE IN 
SURVIVAL MODE 

The global airline industry has been decimated by the near total loss of international 
passenger traffic as a direct consequence of government actions to try and contain 
the spread of the coronavirus pandemic.  

The latest IATA forecast points to an industry net loss of US$118.5bn for 2020 and a decline 
in revenues of US$510bn versus the prior year. 

In addition, the world’s airlines will have burnt through almost US$200bn of cash 
before cash-flows are expected to turn positive in Q4 2021. This is despite the 
unprecedented cutting of variable and fixed costs that still haven’t been able to keep 
pace with lost revenues and the utilisation of government support schemes. The 
bottom line is that airlines have collectively added US$220bn of government and 
financial sector debt to their balance sheets (+51% y-o-y) just to try and maintain 
sufficient liquidity to survive during the expected time delay before a meaningful 
recovery of demand/revenues occurs. 

2. AIRLINES HAVE NO MONEY AVAILABLE TO INVEST IN NEW 
AIRCRAFT 

The world’s airlines presently have aggregate debt of c.US$650bn of which almost 
US$100bn is state provided or backed and will require near-term repayment. In any 
event, the debt service costs on the total amount owed by airlines will incentivise 
almost all of them to reduce this burden which severely limits their ability to provide 
cash to invest in new aircraft deliveries. Capital expenditure is the easiest cash-
outflow to manage (i.e. cut), although it is likely to increase the eventual purchase 
price of any ordered aircraft due to escalation clauses.  

Nonetheless, we have already witnessed large-scale aircraft deferrals and 
cancellations covering 2020-2022 with some large volume airline customers (i.e. 
AirAsia) implying they will not be taking new aircraft for many years. In addition, a 
significant percentage of liquidity raised by airlines has been from the sale and 
leaseback of unencumbered aircraft thereby tying airline into existing equipment for 
longer than might have otherwise been intended. 

3. FEWER NEW DELIVERIES BY THE OEMS WILL EXTEND 
AIRCRAFT ECONOMIC LIVES 

In the 2020 year to date (end September), Boeing delivered 98 aircraft or 204 less 
than the first 9 months of 2019. Airbus, likewise, delivered 230 fewer aircraft over 
the same comparative period but managed a much better total of 341. Neither OEM 
received any new orders in September 2020. Due to the drop in orders and near-
term outlook, both OEMs have cut production rates significantly for the next two 
years at least and almost 30,000 employees have been made redundant across the 
two manufacturers.  

There have been no new orders for the A350-1000 and B777X, as the new technology 
replacements for the B777-300ER 
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During 2020 and the current backlog for these models is 299 (B777X) and 120 
(A350-1000). A breakdown of the B777X backlog shows 200 of the 299 aircraft have 
been ordered by the three GCC super-connector airlines (Qatar, Emirates, Etihad) 
most impacted operationally and financially by the long ban on international flights. 
It is unlikely these orders will remain intact in their entirety and delivered in the 
original timeframe. It is also doubtful that a good percentage of the A350-1000 
backlog will survive to airlines such as Iran Air, Asiana and LATAM. 

4. THE ONGOING OPERATIONAL RELEVANCE OF THE 
B777-300ER 

Until the B777-9 enters service, the B777-300ER remains the world’s largest twin-jet 
in an era when the manufacturers have stopped making four-engined aircraft as they 
have become financially and environmentally unacceptable. The pandemic has 
accelerated the demise of the A380, B747 and A340 types and the vast majority of 
those in storage, with the possible exception of Emirates A380s, are very unlikely to 
see a return to service in meaningful numbers.  

The rationale for the B777-300ER is still as valid as it was when it first entered service in 
2004.  

Network carriers (i.e. non-LCCs) generate a disproportionate amount of 
profit from premium class travellers which is facilitated by utilising large 
cabins, particularly on long-haul (6 hours plus) operations. The 
B777-300ER has the largest cabin available for a twin-jet. There is only one 
city-pair (in normal times) that generates in excess of US$1bn per year in 
revenues and that is London-New York which has a very high proportion of 
business traffic and congested airports at both ends. On the premise that 
2019 traffic levels will be achieved by 2024, the pandemic has merely 
interrupted and not eroded these factors. Passenger airlines also carry 
cargo for incremental revenues and the B777-300ER is (again) the class 
leader in cargo payload capacity.  

5. THE POPULARITY AND REPLACEMENT COST OF THE 
B777-300ER 

According to Cirium (Ascend), the population of B777-300ERs is presently 809 of 
which 129 are in storage. Unlike many other wide-body types (B747s, A340s, 
B777-200ERs, B767s, early A330s), appraisers are confident the significant majority 
of B777-300ERs in storage will return to service post-pandemic in their original 
passenger or cargo-converted role. This is in part due to the very expensive cash-
outlay required for the new replacement models of US$160-180m per shipset 
(A350-1000 and B777X) reflected in the lack of orders from airlines and, as 
significantly, the lessors. No lessors have made speculative orders for the B777X and 
only one, ALC with 9, has ordered any A350-1000s. Any future sales and leasebacks 
of these types will no doubt be undermined by the negative perception of appraisers 
towards widebody values in general and large widebodies in particular given the 
recovery outlook for the industry at present.  
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6. ECONOMIC LIFE AND RESIDUAL VALUES 

Part of the appraised (residual) value issue on the B777-300ER arising from the 
pandemic has been the over optimistic assumptions on the purchase prices and 
economic life by the appraisers long before COVID-19 and its fallout. The passenger 
B777-300ER has a realistic useful economic life of 18-20 years dictated by the 
respective engine/airframe maintenance programmes and the new versus lease 
extension financial arguments at the 12 and 18-year points. Appraisers tend to work 
their models on a flat 25-year economic life and so recent corrections (on Base 
values) have reflected this lower economic life realisation more than any additional 
negativity. Even so, the economic life of passenger models can now be extended by 
mid-life P2F conversion which could see B777-300ERs flying for more than 30 years 
especially as the ageing B747 freighter fleet expires. 

7. SUMMARY   

The B777-300ER will remain relevant in airline service with reasonable value 
retention long beyond the recovery in air travel demand (2024) for the following 
reasons: 

• Airlines have no money to invest in replacement large-widebody aircraft (no 
orders 2020); 

• Airline priorities will be focused on debt repayment over capital expenditure for 
the next 4-5 years (at least); 

• Lessors have not made any large-widebody speculative orders (even pre-COVID); 
• Large-widebody SLBs will be hindered because of appraiser negativity on future 

values; 
• Most large-widebody types have been retired (B747s, A380s, A340s, B772s) leaving 

a likely shortfall in capacity once full-recovery takes place; 
• Manufacturers are cutting production rates and reducing skilled headcount 

leaving little room for purchase price discounting because of higher unit 
production costs and have reduced ability to quickly ramp-up rates as/when 
demand returns;  

• Network airlines still need large capacity twin-jets to restore premium class-driven 
profitability and overcome airport congestion on long-haul routes; 

• Given the foregoing, the probabilities of lease extensions on B777-300ERs, longer 
utilisation for owned examples and the prospect of P2F conversion are increasing 
which would help to prolong/preserve values.  
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